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RECEIVED 
Faculty voice concerns over school facilities 
Board study looks at maintenance, technology 
among issues for future building improvement 
By Jason Kravarik 
Assistant News Editor 
Columbia's faculty was surprisingly vocal at a plan-
ning forum last week, airing their concerns over every-
thing from gang graffiti to a lack of facilities at the school. 
"We have a wonderful film department here, but 
[some students] can't get the classes because we don't 
have the facilities," said Marvin Cohen, head of registra-
tion. 
Cohen was among about 20 department heads who 
gathered to outline the most important 
needs for Columbia 's facilities. The 
videotaped session will be submitted to 
a private company, Loeb! Schlossman, 
and Hackl , which will include them in a 
report to the board of trustees in March. 
"We're doing an evaluation of the 
existing facilities ... with a team of engi-
neers," said Robert Klute ofLoebl. "We 
will create a master plan to identify 
options for the board." 
Through a vote, the faculty panel 
came up with their three top recommen-
dations to the board: integrate technolo-
gy into the college, modernize and 
m••mo>Pr"<. including department 
m the firm that is presenting a study to the board of 
study will analyze major building concerns at Columbia. 
Brian Markiewicz/Chronic 
upgrade facilities (including management of buildings), 
and guidelines to planning (including communication 
between all parties involved in the planning process). 
signs along the streets to make Columbia's campus more 
evident. 
The panel also reached a general consensus that 
rapidly expanding technology would play a big role in the 
future of Columbia's faculty. 
During discussion of these and other topics, members 
of the English department called their new location in the 
33 E. Congress building "more of a corporate outpost." 
They sighted a lack of representation of the Columbia 
name as well as the need for art within the department. 
"E-mail and on-line registration is inevitable," said 
Jean Petrolle of the English department. " It will soon be 
the norm, if it's not already. Technology can't be consid-
ered apart of facilities." "You can' t tell it's a place of higher education," said 
Jeff Schiff of the 33 E. Congress building, where the 
school leases space. 
In addition to this meeting, the report to the board 
Others pointed out the need to clean up gang graffi ti 
in all buildings, as well as a lack of"par-
See Building, page 2 
ticipation in the arts" at Columbia. 
"There is no sense of place in 
which [students] can go to gather during 
the lunch hour and see the arts," said 
Craig Johnson of the Art department. 
Still, others called for Columbia to 
transform its South Loop location into a 
recognizable setting, using decorative 
Vatiety of tax credits 
give students break 
By Horace Toombs 
Staff Writer 
The cost of obtaining a higher education seems to rise at the blink of 
an eye--and it is occurring every year. But, in order to obtain a decent job 
in the competitive job market, job seekers must have a solid educational 
background. •· 
Well, this year Old St. Nick must have had a chat with Uncle Sam and 
the boys in the Congress. This year the Congress implemented some new 
tax Jaws that will provide tax benefits to college students. 
The Congress ' new tax package includes a decent amount of tax 
breaks tbat could add up to thousands of dollars for students. There are a 
variety of tax breaks that will be beneficial for the qua)jfied students. 
Student Loan Interest 
Many college students are aware that once they graduate from college, 
they must repay loans··tbat's when the interest starts to accrue. Well , tbe 
Congress is providing some assistance to help ease the load a littJe. 
The recent tax legislation restores the interest deduction for up to 
$2,500 per year in student loan interest: This interest deduction is phased 
out for single filers with incomes over $40,000 and joint filers with 
incomes over $60,000. 
Photo Essay on Elvis birthday 
Special Section 
However, the new interest deduction will be phased in 1998, with a 
maximum deduction of$ I ,000. It will rise $500 each year until the max-
imum of $2,500 is reached in 200 I. 
See Tax, page 2 
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Building 
continued from page 1 
will include remarks from 
three past student forums as 
well as reports from building 
surveys. 
Previous student forums 
have agreed with the faculty 
forum in that there is a need 
to clean up and modernize 
Columbia's facilities as well 
as to establish eKtiacurricuhir 
gathering space for ,students, 
However, one .~tudent. forum . 
rated campus safety and secu-
rity as one of its top prioriiies, 
something that wasn't direct-
ly addressed in the faculty 
session. . 
, As for the n~ed of a pri-
vate firm to conduct the study, 
Loeb! 's Robert Klute said his 
company is usually called in 
to places like Columbia 
because of a lack of personnel . · 
tp conduct such ,a!' extensive · 
study. 
Robert,,. 'Stevenson .CQn· 
eributed to this repoh. 
Tax 
continued from page 1 
Lifetime Learning Credit 
The Lifetime Learning credit can be used for higher education 
expenses for yourself, your spouse or your children. The credit is 
equal to 20 percent of those expenses. up to $5,000--giving you a 
credit of at least $1,000. This amount •s apphed regardless of how 
many people attend school in a family. Starting in the year 2002, the 
education expenses that can be taken into account will go up to 
$10,000, giving you a maximum credit of $2,000. 
Middle and upper income taxpayers do not benefit from this tax • 
break, however. The credit is phased out for incomes over $40,000 
and $80,000 on a joint return and is eliminated automatically for 
incomes over $50,000 and $ 100,000 on a joint return. 
Hope Credit 
The Hope Credit is considered to be one of the best tax breaks 
for the New Year. Beginning in 1998, a tax credit of $1,500 a year-
-Clinton calls it a "Hope Scholarship"--will pay the fi rst two years 
of tuition and fees for students attending college or vocational 
schools. 
Starting in July, juniors, seniors and those returning to school 
could receive an annual tax credit of up to $1,000 for 20 percent of 
their tuition and fees. After the year 2002, the maximum credit will 
rise to $2,000. Students wi ll be required to maintain only a Caver-
age in order to qualify for the "Hope Scholarships." 
Child tax credit 
College students who have children under the age of 17 will 
receive a first year credit of $400 and the amount will increase to 
$500 in the following year. Students who have given birth to a child 
will receive a $2,650 deduction on thi s year 's return . The students 
are able to deduct medical expenses and child care expenses. The 
child care credit is 20 to 30 percent of what people spend on day 
care--an average of $2,400 for one child and $4,800 for two or 
more. 
Those who are interested in saving money for their child's col-
lege education would be able to save money by investing in IRA-
type savings account called "Education Account," which wi ll allow 
parents to save $500 a year for each child under the age of 18. 
Film production in Chicago pockets big bucks 
By Dan Bischoff 
Assistant News Editor 
Pick any cool fall day around Columbia 
College's campus and chances are the streets 
will be littered with movie trucks and lunch 
wagons for the stars. CBS's "Early Edition" 
often uses the South Loop for set locations. 
From feature films to television shows, these 
entertainment outlets arc bringing Chicago 
both money and recognition. 
In 1997, the City of Chicago raked $ 104 
million in revenue from 4 1 feature films and 
telev ision productions, according to City 
Hall. 
Some of the productions and actors in 
Chicago's 1997 list include major motion pic-
' The Cobunbia Chronicle is 
fiction, poetry, ~fsonaf .. _ •.,,a"''· on .. 
and art work for. our 
March 9, 1998 .• 
Interested students ~r Columbia staff · 
missions to: 
ture fi lms like "U.S. Marshall" (the sequel to 
"The Fugitive") starring Tommy Lee Jones 
and Wesley Snipes, "Mercury Rising" with 
Bruce Willis, "Payback" starring Mel Gibson, 
and "The Negotiator" featuring Kevin Spacey 
and Samuel L. Jackson. There was also David 
Schwimmer's "Kissing a Fool ," as well as 
John and Joan Cusack in "Chicago Cab" (aka 
"HeiiCab"). Television productions included 
"ER," "Chicago Hope" and "Early Edition." 
Since 1989, film making in Chicago expe-
rienced tremendous growth. A total of 254 
films and television shows have contributed 
more than $648 million to the local economy 
and provided more than 147,000 jobs. 
"Chicago is showcased to the world 
through these productions and that exposure 
attracts visitors 
and conventions," 
said Mayor 
Richard M. Daley 
in a press release. 
"Filming also 
helps strengthen 
James Boozer, Special Sections Editor 
The Columbia Chronicle 
Suite 205-Wabash Bldg. 
E-mail: Chron96@ interaccess.com 
Please include a short bio and a phone numbu 
All submissions, other than photos and art work, must be sub· 
mitted on a disk or sent via E-mail by 
12:00 p.m, on 1\Jesday,_ t>fan:b 3, 1998. 
our economy and creates jobs. Film produc-
tions were responsible for approximately 
18.000 local hires in 1997." 
Chicago developed a film office-a divi-
sion of the Mayor's Office of Special Events. 
Its mission is to service film makers by facil-
itating production requests and coordinating 
all city services for feature films and com-
mercial productions in an effort to promote 
the city amongst film makers. 
Jim Sheahan, Executive Director of the 
Mayor's Office of Special Events, said that 
the Chicago Film Office, the Illinois Film 
Office and numerous city departments includ-
ing the Chicago Police Department and the 
Department of Aviation all work in harmony 
to assist film makers. A team effort such as 
this gets known throughout the film industry 
and adds to Chicago's desirability as a film 
location. 
If this keeps up, running into Mel Gibson, 
Bruce Willis or Kevin Spacey on Balbo might 
not be such an odd occurrence. 
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HANKS 
TO THE COLUMBIA COLLEGE 
COMMUNITY 
O ur thanks go out to the entire Columbia College community 
for your patience and understanding as we all had to go through 
several difficult weeks of campaigning . The decision of whether 
to have a union represent them is now in the hands of the part-
time faculty. 
Both sides articulated their positions vigorously, but in a 
constructive manner. That's how it should be in an academic 
environment. That's how it occurred here at Columbia, where 
freedom of expression and thought are so highly valued. 
Our special appreciation extends to the part-time faculty members 
for their thoughtful consideration of all the issues. 
We all want whatever happens to be in the best interests of all of 
our students, our faculty - both part-time and full-time - the staff 
and the entire College community. 
That spirit of community helps make Columbia College the unique 
institution it is today and which we hope it to be in the future. 
Whatever the outcome, the College looks forward to continuing 
working collaboratively with its part-time faculty. 
Our sincere thanks to all. 
John Duff 
President 
Bert Gall 
Provost & Executive 
Vice President 
~·A~/}zc:-
caroline Latta 
Academic Dean 
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· .;~ Campus News From Around The Nation 
- . !3""')~,...,... . f' . "h' h h' h" Most minority enro~ll at UC Herpes may show up long after infec- rated technology_s e .ecuveness. •g or very •g . 0~ 
four key d1mens10ns: student atututde toward learnmg, professional;sch~J~ tion, say researchers student achievement; student-faculty interaction and stu-
• ' .Jc dent self-esteem," said Carole Cotton, pres1detn ofCCA 
LOS ANQEf,ES. Calif.-The end of affirmative PALO ALTA, Calif.-Don't automatically blame Consulting Inc .. which conducted the rese~ch su~ey. actior(i_~ ;!}n ~vf~s)t/6f QalilbtnjP ad.missions has had a your current sex partner if you develop signs of genital Distance educatiOn allows students to attend col-
mixed •mpactWiiu:f nymr1of mmonty graduate stu- herpes. The virus may have been passed from a partner lege without stepping foot on campus by using the 
dents attending its graduate hnd~~sj>nal schools. from years ago, even if you' ve never had symptoms Internet and videocassette or satellite-broadcast courses 
While non-Asian minority enrollments at UC's law before, says an infectious disease expert a't Stanford for learning and teacher-student intera~tion . 
and business schools, for example, dropped sharply this Univers ity Medical Center. According to a report b~ the Na1tonal Center _for 
year, African-American enrollment in academic pro- "Understanding the biology of the herpres simplex Education Statistics, two-thirds of h1gher educatiOn 
grams, which offer master's and doctoral degrees in the virus type 2 (HSV-2) can help reduce mistaken accusa- institutions did not offer distance education courses in 
sciences, this fall were up. The number of Latino stu- tions of infidelity in a relationship," says Dr. Ann Arvin, 1995. 
dents were down in all categories. a professor of pediatrics who is research the herpes Currently, an estimated 1.3 mil ion Americans ru:e 
This year's enrollments were the first under a infection. involved in electromc h1gher education, up from an esu-
statewide ban on racial or gender preferences by public "HSV -2 symptoms can appear at any time, even mated 753.000 students who were enrolled in I 994-95. 
colleges. decades after infection. Until recently, we didn't know 
The number of Latino students entering UC graduate that most people become infected without having symp-
academic programs dropped by 9 percent to 464 from toms at the time." 
508 the year before. Meanwhile, 2 18 black students-up HSV -2 is almost always spread by gential contact and 
slightly from 213 the year before-enrolled in various now infected about 20 percent of the U.S. population, 
academic programs at the UC's nine campuses. . Arvin says. The symptoms include intermittent ulcers or 
Terry Lightfoot, a un iversity spokesperson, sa1d that sores in the genital areas. However, the vast majority of 
the differences between the enrollment figures at the infected people do not know they have HSV-2 infection 
professional schools and those at the graduate programs because they never develop recognizable symptoms, she 
were due to di fferences in admissions processes. says .• 
Generally, applicants to professional schools were A definitive test for the infection is not available, 
judged mainly on their standardized-test schores and unless a person has active genital ulcers. 
grade-point averages. Decisions on who to accept into " I wish we had'a definitive way to prevent spreading 
graduate programs were "much more informal and inde- HSV -2, but for now, safe-sex practices are the only 
pendent" and took into consideration other factors, he option," she says. 
told The Chronicle of Higher Education. Condoms, she adds, offer protection because herpes 
The biggest drops in non-Asian minority enrollments is spread by contact with skin and mucous membranes of 
occurred in UC's law schools, where 821 new students the gential area, but they may not work if the infection is 
enrolled this year. Enrollments by African-Americans in areas not covered by condoms. 
were down 63 percent. from 43 students last year to just 
16 this year. Latino students decreased by 34 percent, 
from 89 studen t to 59. American-Indian students 
dropped by 60 percent, from I 0 students to 4 . 
Meanwhile, Asian-American enrollment rose by 9 
percent , from 140 student last year to 153 this year. The 
number of white students jumped 5 percent, from 373 
students to 390. 
The university noted a big jump in another category: 
the number of students who didn ' t state their ethnicity 
rose by I 00 people. or 25 percent. 
Distance learning expanding rapidly 
NATICK, Mass.-More than half of all higher educa-
tion institutions now have distance- learning programs, a 
survey has found. 
At the same time, universities and colleges report 
they expect to spend more than $1.5 bi llion this academ-
ic year on upgrading technology. 
"Further, 50 percent of higher education institutions 
College football sets attendance records 
OVERLAND PARK, Kan.-More fans than ever 
attended NCAA football games this season, and for the 
first time in nearly a quarter century, a team other than 
Michigan captured the national attendance title. 
Tennessee, benefitting from new stadium expansion 
and star quarterback Peyton Manning, is the new No. I 
college football team for draw in the home crowds, 
according to the NCAA. 
Overall , 36,857,849 football fans attended Divisions 
1-A, I-AA and III games-a jump of nealry 775,000 fans 
from 1996. 
Most of the growth was due to the increasing popu-
larity of Division I football. Divsion 1-A totaled a record 
27.6 million home fans. That's an mcrease of nearly a 
million from the previous record and accounted for 
almost 75 percent of the 1997 naional totals. 
The Big Ten attracted the most fans, followed by the 
South Eastern confernce, the Big 12, the Pacific-10 and 
Atlantic Cost conference. 
The NCAA Statistics Service have compiled national 
football attendance since 1948. 
Here is a breakdown of the top teams, based on 
home-game attendance: 
I. Tennessee 5. Florida 9. LSU 
2. Michigan 6. Auburn 10. South Carolina 
3. Penn State 7. Georgia 
4. Ohio State 8. Notre Dame 
STUDENTS & FACULTY 
Auditorium 
Garage, 
Inc. 
Southeast Corner 
Congress and Wabash Avenue 
Discount Parking for 
Students & Faculty 
Day and Night 
All rates include City Parking Tax 
First 2 Hours $5.00 Over 5 Hours to 12 Hours $7.50 
Over 2 Hours to 5 Hours $5.70 Over 12 Hours to 24 Hours $9.00 
Validate your parking ticket at school. 
Discount only applies to the first 24 hours. 
'·' . .. . . .. .. .. ... .. .. . .. .. ... ... .. ... . . .. . . . . ~ .... 
.. . .. . . .. ... .. ... .. ... ~ 
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THE CHRONICLE 
Come to the Columbia Chronicle Office, 623 South Wabash 
room 205, between Monday, January 19 and Tuesday, January 20 
to receive a free pass (admit two) to an advance showing of 
"PHANTOMS" at the Sony Theatres - Pipers Alley, 1608 N. Wells, 
this Tuesday, January 20, 7:30 pm. 
'11111111'11111 II Cl/111111 I! lilt, IIIII!! III 
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Robert 
Stevel{so:n 
Picking a position and sticking 
with it and if you pay a consul-
tant to hear a tree fall in the 
woods, will anyone hear it? 
Today is the beginning of elections for P-FAC and the_ques-tion of wether part-t1mers want to umomze w11l be answered in a few short weeks- somethmg the admlms-
tration really dropped the ball on. But last week~ the administration 
did something very constructive and worthwhile, somethmg that 
will, hopefully, bring about change. Let's start w1th the labor move-
ment that's going on around campus. . 
After last weeks ambiguous letter from Pres1dent Duff that 
seemed to want to scare students, we at The Chronicle received 
another heart felt letter/ad from the Duffster, Provost Gall and Dean 
Latta. They all signed it and thanked the "Columbia community for 
your patience and understanding as we all had to go through sever-
al difficult weeks of campaigning." 
Several weeks of campaigning? 
Last week was the first time the administration published an ad 
that tried to scare students into thinking that tuition would go up as 
much as 15% if the part-timers unionized. If you have done the 
math, the increase would equal about $600 a semester, not that 
much really. 
But when I read the current letter in today's Chronicle, all I could 
think was that the school is trying to pick up the pieces from their 
failed negotiations and are now trying to sound like they are con-
tent with the outcome of the votmg. Can they p1ck one stance and 
stay with it? . 
Currently airing on CCEN, Columbia College Electromc 
Newsletter, Provost Gall and Dean Latta exclaim that if a union is 
formed, tuition could, again, go up as much as 15%. 
"That's interesting," the uninformed interviewer commented. 
So what is it? The end of Columbia if a union is formed? Or are 
we one big happy family no matter what happens? . 
I seriously doubt the administration will be happy if a union IS 
formed but I do know that P-FAC would not negotiate for things 
that wo~ld, in the end, close the school, if that happens, everyone is 
out of a job. . 
"That spirit of community helps make Columbia College the 
unique institution it is today and which we hope it to be in the 
future." 
So is that a community where the leaders and administrators 
can't decide on one direction and stick with it through the end? 
Where open discussions that include students, faculty and staff are 
done only when the Board of Trustees ask for it? 
Which leads me to my other topic for the end of the fall 1997 
semester ... 
The good thing the administration is doing, having forums to see what should be done with a master facility plan. As reported on the front page in a story reported by Jason 
K.ravarik, many faculty, staff and students showed up and let 1t all 
out, good and bad. · . . 
This is something the school should be dotng all the lime, not 
only when a self-study is going, or a master facility plan is being 
drawn up because the board of trustees wants it. As the three head 
honchos said in the letter/ad on page 3 of this issue, "Columbia, (is) 
where freedom of expression and thought are highly valued." 
It may be highly valued but the only problem I have is that these 
problems and issues that were raised are ones that have bee!l ra1sed 
before, many times over. And now that a consultmg firm IS betng 
paid an unknown amount of money to do this, will this mean the 
school will pay attention? 
One faculty member said he had to threaten to paint over graffi-
ti in bathrooms in his department before someone would come up 
and clean it up. This is something that is not uncommon it seems. 
Why doesn't the school form a Department of Facilities 
Management? 
You're probably saying what good would that do? You'd just be 
adding to the bureaucratic nonsense that currently goes on around 
here. 
But I think that if there was a centralized office solely dedicated 
to the day-to-day and future operations of the school that things 
would get done. 
Why are we paying a company to tell the board what every per-
son in this school already knows? 
EctrtJria)a',w .''iJ;:e· dpint~ri! ~~ tti~i'c~idtfiei~ 
x e.dito~J¥s. · as, ~e the .,9P~J!#op.s .P,.fy 
,ptlie autllora;'. ressed bi fhe;.opinion..·x 
· · pages aireii't l1" · . Y •.~e optnio~a' oVI'he 
Chroni,cle, Col ••• joum~~ depattm~nt1 
· oi Columbia College. "> '· , x·· 
'fhe Chronicle welcomes letters to · the edi-
tor. Wednesday is the deadline .for submis--
sions. Please include full name, year and ' ·, 
major. Letters can be faxed to 312/427·3920 ·; 
e-mailed to Chron96(~ interaccess.com, mailed 
to 623 S. Wabash Ave., Suite 205, Chicago,,IL 
60605 or posted on the Chronicle's h1teractive 
forum at 
http://www.S.interaccess.com/ chronicle 
Columbia must make good use 
of its planning forum · 
Columbia's many faculty members who attend-
ed last weeks meeting to recommend changes to the 
faculty board should be commended. Instead of 
passively suggesting ideas to the private firm that is 
putting the report together, the meeting room was 
filled with school employees who were, quite 
frankly, angry. And not afraid to show it. They were 
angry over problems like a lack of modem facilities 
and uncleanliness at Columbia. But they were also 
concerned over how this report is going to be 
administered. They made it clear that for the money 
the school is spending, the private firm should "get 
in the trenches" and talk to those who are directly 
involved in the learning process at 
Columbia .. . which the firm said it is doing. 
An open letter to the 
Part-Time Faculty 
Colleagues, 
I am writing to urge all eligible faculty to vote 
in favor of the unionization of the part-time facul-
ty. While contemplating this decision, please ·re-
read the barrage of contentless and insulting letters 
from administration. The lip-service backed up 
with no action, no counter-proposal, no nothing. 
Mere empty praise preceeding vague, illogical 
threats and condescending misinformation. Ask 
yourself if a forward thinking, media-oriented 
school should be crafting letters imploring you to 
maintain the status quo a message that artists 
should send to the world? A status quo which only 
benefits the administration. Ask yourself if you are 
really and rightly compensated for the time and 
attention each student requires of you, the planning 
and design of your courses. Ask yourself how 
often you cannot stay to simply answer a student's 
question because you have· to leave work to go to 
work. Is the acquisition of real estate and technol-
ogy truly more important than you ire? Is this the 
best for the students? Simply, what is the right 
thing to do? 
David Cromer 
Theater/Music Department 
Among other errors Sara 
went 0-2 with playoff predic-
tions 
I'm surprised it has actually taken me this long 
to write in about your wond~rful column. Maybe 
the three week break from your column made me 
forget about how much I really can't stand it. But 
since it is a new year and I' ve still got some left-
over holiday spirit, there are a few things that I'm 
not going to mention about your latest column. 
I'm not going to mention the fact that you 
shoudn't be a "Sports Columnist" because you 
don't know how to write like one. (Case in point: 
You spell out "SIX TO SEVEN." A simple 
numeric "7-6" does the trick in the sports section.) 
I think this topic has been covered before in the 
past few months, so I'm not going to get into that. 
I'm not going to mention the fact that you 
shouldn't use cliches in your writing, but, if you 
do, at least use them correctly. (i.e: You say 
"when worse comes to worse." lsn 't "worse" 
already "worse"?? Don't you mean "when worse 
comes to WORST"~ ! ?) 
I'm not going to mention the fact that you're 
indecisive about meaningless statistics. (Example 
.... -- ------ - :"'--- ~ ----·:---- - "; --- - - : ---------------------------- -~:-:-:-"': -- -.-~.:-:::-----:- :--:-::-:--~ 
But that raises an interesting point. What exact-
ly is this firm doing for Columbia's money? 
Essentially it's acting as a middle man-someone 
with authorify to put on paper a bunch of recom-
mendations from the faculty and students. A com" 
pany representative admitted that, saying it does 
what the school's current personnel can't be bur-
dened with. Offering the benefit of the doubt, this 
project (including its top to bottom engineering sur-
veys) may be too big for any existing faculty mem-
ber(s) to undertake. But since all of this money is 
going to the private fi~ anyway, the re.al test IS 
what will come out of 11. W11l the board JUSt form 
their opinions based on the study, or will they take 
the recommendations and act on them? . 
So to the board, please get your money's worth 
out of this investment and make some significant 
changes. There are many angry people waiting to 
see things change. 
1: You-begin your column by rambli~g on about 
whether it was Saturday or Sunday. P1ck one and 
'go with it!) (Example 2: You say that !he Steelers 
llad the ball at the "eight or nine' yard line" and 
then ran it to the "one or two yard line." Pick a 
number!!! Who cares which one it is?!?) You're 
just a "Sports COLUMNIST." Remember, Sara? 
You are NOT a "Sports WRITER," you don't need 
to know all those trivial slats. 
I'm not going to mention the fact that you used 
hyphens incorrectly more than I have ever seen in 
one column of print. (Here's a few: "Pittsburgh 
gives-up the ball," "Picking-up first downs," and 
" ... to simply tie-up the game.") I think writing 
with hyphens is okay for beat poetry, but not in a 
sports column. 
All of these things I won't mention. No, I've 
grown used to seeing all of these types of things in 
your weekly column, Sara. After finishing anoth-
er remarkable column by our brilliant "Sports 
Columnist," it was just satisfying to read that you 
were WRONG ABOUT BOTH GAMES!!!!!!! 
That will be all for now. I can't wait until 
Tuesday to see more of the quality that I've come 
to expect from "Sara on Sports." 
Lawrence Benedetto 
Broadcast Journalism Major 
via e-mail 
Personal Foul 
Mr. Benedetto, 
Your letter this week was interesting to say the 
least. I AM going to mention the fact that you 
called her a sports columnist several times, and 
then ripped her facts. The whole time I was read-
ing your response, I was not sure of the difference 
between your idea of a writer and a columnist? 
Does a columnist not write? What do they do? If 
you want to learn how to write in a sports column, 
read the AP Stylebook you bought for News 
Reporting I, it will help. {ALL numbers under 10 
are spelled out sports or not). 
Sara's column says something about the lack of 
interest at Columbia, the school without sports. 
Just because you couldn't gef into Mcdill, doesn't 
mean that you can be upset because our communi-
ty of artists doesn't care about sports. Maybe you 
should submit your own column, with all the wis-
dom of sports you obviously possess, to the next 
Chronicle issue. 
If you ' can' t stand' her column, then don't 
fuc•&# read it, bro. 
Blair B. Fredrick 
Photo Editor. Co/11mbia Chornicle 
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Regarding Jesus 
I have to say that last week's column 
"Downhill with Jesus" by Sam Walters has 
got to be the best damn column that I have 
ever read (next to the late Mike Royko's 
column on ebonies). I' m sure that a lot of 
people want to crucify Sam just for writing 
that but, I bet that's exactly why .he did it! 
He's got ev~ry right to express himself 
about religion and rip it apart if he wants 
to. Why not? He could preach whatever he 
wants just like all those Jehovah witness's 
that come to your door and don't want to 
go away until they enlighten you. Oh, but 
nobody dares threaten to crucify them for 
their views. So why is everybody giving 
Sam bullshit? Religion has been force fed 
down people's throats for so long that most 
don ' I stop and question or examine it for 
themselves. It's just taken as a truth and 
people are expected to follow. Sam's col-
umn was funny, well written and I think 
that is what matters in an "opinion" piece. 
A good writer is not afraid to speak his 
mind and that's exactly what Sam did. 
And let 's not for get that if you bash his 
column, you are only doing what you 
don't want him to do. You're expressing 
your view point. Go ahead express your-
self but, don 'I criticize other for doing the 
same. Way to go messiah!! 
Kat Zeman 
staff writer 
sary to survive in this freaking tundra and, ironic sta-
tus symbol/briefcase in hand, stepped out of my building 
to head for Columbia. There was a thin, almost invisible 
layer of ice covering the ground as I made way toward 
Michigan Ave. and the gusting wind pushed me around 
the sidewalk like a hockey puck. 
from the storm must have shaken iron filaments from the 
grate onto my bed. Annoyed, I got out from under the cov-
ers and roughly brushed off what I presumed were rusty 
iron flakes. When I was satisfied that the bed was free of 
debris, I climbed back in and arranged myself comfort-
ably before stuffing my hand under the pillow as was my 
custom. 
THE WRATH OF GOD 
I suffered an intense spate of paranoia after interview-
ing Jesus last week ... I interviewed Jesus last week ... I 
can 'I believe I interviewed Jesus last week. It's really not 
that big a deal I guess- recklessly debasing nearly two 
billion peoples' most cherished figure-especially in this 
day and age; especially in The Chronicle. Nothing's 
shocking eh? Now ifl'd got it run in the Trib., well, that 
would be something, but then the Trib. running anything I 
wrote would be akin to J. Crew running pornographic pic-
tures of me in their catalogue. 
And then, as I was crossing Michigan Ave., it hap-
pened. A strong, sustained blast of wind caught my brief-
cas.e and nearly tore it out of my hand. I reached out to 
grab the wildly swinging end with my free hand, and, 
catching it, unwittingly transformed myself into a human 
sailboat, the flat of my case excellently capturing the 
wind, shooting me down the ice-slicked street mto traffic 
at a terrifying speed. The #3 bus hurtled toward me, it's 
wheels seemingly off the ground. The bus driver honked 
his hom frantically; I screamed hysterically. We made a 
horrible di~sonant harmony together. I had less than an 
instant to let go of the handle and slide to the safety of the 
curb before I heard my briefcase crunch under the ;wheels 
of the bus. "Bastard," I thought, "score one for you." I 
hopped a cab to school. 
"JUDAS PRIEST!" I jerked my hand from under the 
pillow. There was a stabbing pain in one of my fingers. I 
jumped out of bed, but this time my left foot landed on 
something sharp. "YEEEOOOWW/!1" I howled, and 
hopped out of my room on one leg to see what was the 
matter with me. There, in the light of the hallway, I 
observed a shimmering, two-inch piece of glass sticking 
proudly out of my index finger. A similar jewel was 
imbedded in the under-side of my foot. It wasn't metal grit 
in my bed at all-it was glass! An enormous ice meteor had 
crashed through my sky-light during the hale storm, 
showering my bed with an assortment of variously sized 
pieces of broken glass! A liberal scattering of powdery 
granules and big, bloody shards like the one stuck in my 
finger. I looked down at myself; my body looked like it 
hilA been thoroughly blasted with a shot-gun. I 'd been 
rolling in broken glass! Normally I'm loath to splay 
myself atop a heap of crushed glass, and indeed it might 
have given me pause to see my bed sparkling like a chan-
delier. But my bed-room light had conveniently burned 
out seconds before I threw myself into bed. 
Something's just occurred to me relating this anecdote. 
Regardless, I was genuinely concerned; concerned that 
someone might mail me a pipe-bomb for instance. But no, 
nothing from readers anyway. God, however, tried to have 
me killed. 
God isn 't trying to kill me; he could do this easily enough. 
He is, however, bent on f-ing me up. I have this vision of 
God as a sort of monstrous child. The cosmos is his enter-
tainment center, or perhaps his ant-farm-as we are surely 
ants to him. And as children are wont to do with ants, he's 
setting us aflame and laughing as we bum up while call-
I pulled the piece of glass from my finger. Blood start-
ed pumping out the end like a ghoulish version of The 
Water Pik. Nearly naked but in shock, I burst into the liv-
ing-room where my roommate was entertaining company. 
They started violently at the sight of me-a frightening 
man-fountain ofblood, stumbling insanely about the room 
in only a l!ilir of briefs. "God is trying to kill me!!" I 
raved, "GUD IS TRYING TO KILL ME!!! The 
meteor! The meteor!! It fell from heaven!! Help! 
HELP!!" 
ing his·name. ~ 
The reason I didn't hear anything from the public is 
obviously because Mr. Big declared a black-out on public 
opinion. He'd take care of this personally. I 'm not crazy. 
He 's trying to kill me. 
Or cursing it as the case may be. For example: 
I wrapped up my interview with Jesus late last 
Thursday night and promptly went to bed afterward. 
When I woke the next morning it was snowing heavily, 
which I thought was a strange coincidence given Jesus' 
surprising love of snowboarding. I should have known 
I went to bed early that night after a suspiciously 
uneventful rest of the day. As you may recall from a. pre-
vious column, my bed is located directly under a sky-
light. But it was overcast that night so I went to tum on the 
light. I flipped the switch but there was only a blue flash 
followed by more darkness. I pulled off my clothes and 
stumbled through the dim light to clamber into bed. 
there's no such thing as coincidence, only conspiracy. · 
I put on the customary thirty layers of clothing neces-
"What the hell?" I thought. Something coarse and itchy 
was spread all over my sheets. I looked up at my sky-light 
and noted anew the iron grate that covers it. It had been 
hailing v(olently that day and I reasoned that the pounding 
Somebody gave me a sedative and put me down for the 
night. 
The first amendment is the true defender of freedom 
Is this country in tl)e midst .of a moial breakdown? Have we all been 
desensitized by endless episodes of the Jerry Springer Show, porn maga-
zines and the incessant ramblings of shock jock Howard Stem? Are we 
living it\ an era tl)at embraces carefree, anything-goes ideals? Are we for-
going the advice of our elders and speaking our minds? I certainly hope 
so. Thankfully, it's all covered by the First Amendment. 
Its a damn good thing Madison, Jefferson, Washington and Adams 
worded that baby, Congress shall make no law ... , not Congress might 
make some laws if enough people are offended. Just think, if the constitu-
tion were written along those lines, I might not ever have been given the 
chance to tune into Paraplegic Midget Stalkers on tomorrows Springer! 
Hey, I'll admit it. I bought the video with all the out-takes. Watching Jerry 
Springer's guests·interact with each other is like going on a dysfunctional 
trek through hell.,-and I partake with regularity. 
And what about Stem and his fascination (borderline obsession) with 
lesbians? Would I have been denied countless hours of listening enjoy-
ment because the moral majority ( uh, whose morals by the way?) finds 
him obscene? Stem's not obscene, he's entertaining. Obscene is a group of 
religious zealots trying to .tell 250 million people what they can or cannot 
listen to. Hello ... anybody home? Does separation of church and state ring 
any bells? I was always taught this country was founded by those seeking 
religious FREEDOM. 
Remember Terry Rakolatta? She was the Michigan housewife who 
hated "Married, With Children." Rakolatta found the show to be vulgar 
and pointless and wanted Fox TeleYision to take it off the air. Please! I was 
never a fan.ofthe show either. Sure, the sitcom had some funny spots, but 
for the most part it was garbage programming. 
Did I think Fox should take it off the air? Not on your life! I didn't like 
it, so I didn't watch it. Rakolatta didn 'I comprehend that concept. She was 
under the impression her morals should have been everyone's morals, and 
figured she was doing the American people some great service by peti-
tioning for its cancellation. Thanks for nothing, Terry. We're grown ups 
out here in TV -land, and our remote controls work. Keep yourself busy 
monitoring what your own kids watch and well take it from here. 
Take Larry Flynt- a national treasure if you ask me. Look what that 
man had to go through to publish a spoof on the good Reverend Jerry 
·Falwell. When Flynt was asked his thoughts on the Supreme Court's deci-
sion allowing him to print the Falwell parody he said, "I think the First 
Amendment gives me the right to be offensive." 
It is extremely important that we keep in mind the significance of 
"Congress shall make no law ... " because it affects our lives every day. 
Without those words we would be a people able to be silenced. We would 
·be a nation with no religious freedom. We would live in a country where 
any group could come along and make something they did not approve of 
against the law. 
· Instead, thanks to our Founding Fathers we are a people able to speak 
our minds. We can protest war, march on Washington, publish an under-
ground zinc and demand civil liberties. We are guaranteed these rights as 
citizens of this country and we must never take ·them for granted, for there 
is unlimited power behind those words. 
Dethroned Miss Colorado refused to be a puppet on a string 
By Rosemary Harris 
The Gazelle 
She went to the pageant as herself. 
No big hair. No heavy-duty makeup. She didn't diet herself into a waif. She didn't pretend to be a 
glamour girl. 
"I'm always me. I guess I can't be anyone except me." Those who've followed the news about 
Regina "Miss Colorado" Flores should know that this is the heart of the matter. 
Regina Flores remained true to herself. 
That 's why she faces a legal battle with the Miss Colorado Scholarship Program. Program officials 
announced on Christmas Eve that Miss Colorado had been deposed. Beauty queens losing titles is old 
news. Crowns are routinely snatched for all manners of pageant high crimes and misdemeanors. But 
Regina Flores lost her crown because of who she is - an assertive, self-assured, take-charge kind of 
woman. There appears to be little tolerance for that in the pageant industry. 
Regina Flores knows from whence she came. Her father, an ex-military man who's now a paint-
ing contractor, moved his family from Las Vegas, N.M., to Colorado Springs, Colo. in 1984. His goal 
was better opportunities for his children. 
By high school, his daughter had received a golden opportunity: a full academic scholarship to the 
prestigious Colorado Springs School. To pay expenses not covered by the scholarship, the father 
bartered his painting skills; the mother, a teacher, sold homemade salsa. 
Still, like many students, Regina Flores suffered from a lack of direction. That changed after the 
accident. 
On the evening of her senior prom, she was a passenger in a vehicle that went out of control and 
rolled over. She heard the crush. Saw the windows as they shattered. Felt herself half outside, half 
inside. 
"As the car was about to roll a second time, I felt two strong hands pull me back inside. It was a 
miracle. I feel those were the hands of God." 
It wasn't long before she decided to redirect her life and become more active in community work 
including church and dropout prevention. And it wasn't long before she began competing in pageants. 
"For me, it was a way to earn money for college. Of course, there are other ways to get scholar-
ships. But this was something I thought I would enjoy and do well at." She excelleq, winning first 
and second runner-up awards. Still, it took four years before she walked away with the Miss Colorado 
title. She went to Atlantic City for the Miss America Pageant. Didn't win. Had a great time, nonethe-
less. Returned to Colorado Springs to resume her year as Miss Colorado. 
" I knew it would change my life. But I never imagined what that would ultimately mean." 
She suspended her music education studies at the University of Colorado in anticipation of a busy 
year. But being Miss Colorado mostly meant waiting by the phone. Waiting for Colorado pageant 
officials to book appearances, speaking and singing engagements for her. Waiting in vain. 
But Regina Flores is not a waiting kind of woman. She secured her own gigs, many of them non-
paid. There she was, entertaining patients in nursing homes and hospitals, speaking to children about 
what it means to. be Miss Colorado, the first Hispanic woman crowned in the pageant's 51-year-his-
tory. · 
Program officials didn't like a Miss Colorado booking her own appearances. Besides, it was a vio-
lation of her contract, which plainly says Miss Colorado shouldn't do anything unless somebody else 
tells her to do it. 
A pretty puppet on a string. That's not Regina Flores, who this month resumed her studies at the 
University of Colorado. 
Pageant bigwigs always mouth platitudes about the contemporary "scholarship" queen. The '90s 
style, assertive woman, with passionate ideals and the ability to relate to all kinds of people, to plot a 
path for herself. 
They got all that in Regina Flores. Now, they don't want all that. Now, they don't want her. 
What will "Miss Colorado" have to be like from now on? That's something all those young 
women with runway dreams must think about. 
Regina Flores doesn 'I. 
She know who she is. 
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Student Life and Development 
Columbia College Chicago 
1998 African Heritage Celebration 
Creative Arts Competition 
The offices of Student Life and Development and Minority Affairs invite your 
participation in the African Heritage Creative Arts Competition for 1998. Three 
disciplines of study are selected each year. The disciplines chosen for 1998 are: 
Poetry 
Computer Graphic Arts 
Dance Choreography 
A wards will be presented for works that are judged most creative in representing the 
essence of African Heritage as it is experienced at Columbia College. 
1st prize. 
2nd prize 
3rd prize 
$500.00 
$300.00 
$200.00 
All works must be submitted by Wednesday, February 25, 1998. Please stop by the 
Student Life and Development Office (Wabash 301) to pick up the official rules and 
regulations for the competition. 
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'Legend' Will Never 
Be Dead In 
Their Hearts 
Originally published in 
The Commercial Appeal Aug. 17, 1977 
It was 16 years ago that Janice Gardner, now 
32. stood in front of Graceland and found her· 
self face to face with Elvis Presley. 
To her shock he invited her sister and her to go 
skating with him. He even called their mother to 
say that they were all right "because that's the 
kind of person he was." Mrs. Gardner said 
Tuesday. 
She had come back to Graceland to pay her 
respects. 
"We're just glad that he was home when he 
died and not away on some tour," she said. 
But she couldn't really believe he was dead. 
Neither could her friend nor many of the people 
who gathered outside the gates to look - and to 
cry. 
"It's almost like when my mother died. I couldn't 
believe it," Miss Maribeth Pegram said. "He's a 
legend. He'll always live." 
At 41 , she is nearly the same age as Presley 
was. She went to his first concert, where she 
heard "Blue Suede Shoes" and "Ain't Nothin' 
But a Hound Dog." 
She didn't know him, but she said he seemed 
like part of her family. 
"He was like a brother to me, just like he was to 
everybody. Not only Memphis but the whole 
country ... the whole world had lost a great hero." 
People of all ages stood around her. They 
came wearing blue jeans or worlk clothes or 
nice dresses. They came wearing curlers in 
their hair or riding bicycles. 
Some watched and waited for hours. Others, 
who went out of their way to drive by the man-
sion, created traffic jams that lasted through 9 
p.m. 
By the brick wall that surrond the Graceland 
mansion, 9-year-old Mary Mauck picked a 
handful of grass several hours after Presley 
died. 
She and her family were in Memphis on vaca-
lion. They are from Virginia and had stopped by the 
house earlier in the day to take a look at it. When 
they found out what happened they felt they had to 
return. 
Mary never met Presley, but she heard his songs and 
the news of his death made her cry. 
"This is Elvis Presley's grass," she said clutching it in 
her hand. "And he'll never be dead in my heart." 
She and other young children had grown up on 
Presley's songs just as their parents had. The par-
ents had played the records since they were babies. 
"My 21-month-old son, that's all he knows," said Mrs. 
Janet Mix, 30. ' I've got pictures all over the chil-
dren's bedrooms. All the children were born and 
bred Elvis." 
Mrs. Mix and her cousin, Mrs. Joyce Walker, 
purchased tickets to Presley's Memphis con-
cert. They had bought 16 of them and were 
planning to go both nights. Now, they said they 
had come to Graceland to be close to him - to 
be with him even at the last. 
'The whole city just feels stunned; we were 
hoping it was a mistake. I'm just sick," Mrs. Mix 
said. 
'I've loved him since I was 9 and I'm 30. I used 
to come here every other Wednesday. I'd sit in 
that little guard house for hours on end. I've got 
every record he's made." 
Standing on the other side of the gate were 
Cricket and Jerry Butler. They knew Presley 
personally and were good friends with some of 
his staff. As she wept, he comforted her. 
' I knew Elvis since 1958. I was in the movies 
with him and I used to go to the parties with 
him. He was out Monday night and he was so 
happy. He was with his daughter and bought 
her a little car," Mrs. Butler said. 
Inside the gates, a guard said he couldn't 
understand what had happened. Presley had 
been feeling fine, he said. He had been feeling 
real good. 
Near him on the gate the he had guarded for 14 
years hung a pink rose that had just begun to 
wilt. 
Film students exhibit semester projects 
By Sheryl Tirol 
Staff Writer 
Some of Columbia's most talent-
ed film students will soon be show-
ing off some of their work to public. 
On Jan. 24, an exhibition of inde-
pendent video artists' and produc-
ers' w<lrk entitled II Styles of 
Braindust. The exhibit is sponsored 
by the college's television depart-
ment. 
The subjects of some of the 
pieces will include Jerry 
Appleman 's walk through life as 
seen through a baby's eyes; a 
visual poem by Deborah Clair on 
Gwendolyn Brooks; Preston 
Harris' visual interpretations of 
heaven and hell ; and Dan 
LaCioche's portrait of violence in 
America, among other students' 
work. 
The exhibition is the final project 
of the Experimental Video class, 
taught by Barbara Sykes. 
"This has been an all semester, 
on-going project," s tudent Lindsy 
Nettles said. 
Nettles piece, entitled "Essence 
Is Beauty," is about the struggles 
and strengths of the African-
American woman. Nettles narrates 
a the poem 'The Negro Woman" by 
Langston Hughes, with against · 
footage of African-American 
women. 
The piece was inspired, and ded-
icated to Nettles mother, grand-
mother and great-grandmother. 
"I wanted to do something close 
and near and dear to me," Nettles 
said. 
Nettles, a graduating senior, 
hopes to work as a producer or edi-
. tor in television. 
Another piece on display at the 
exhibit is by student Jose Moreno. 
Moreno's piece, entitled 
"Americanism," is about America's 
violent background. The piece was 
inspired oy the song "Dier Von 
Satan" by the rock-band Tool. 
"It's a lot about violent acts from 
past to present, including police 
brutality," Moreno said. 
'The piece includes events such 
as the American Revolution, Civil 
Rights ... up to the present. I thought 
about a lot of the violent acts going 
on today," Moreno said. 
Moreno completed the piece in 
six weeks and looks forward to the 
exhibition. 
"The only way to describe 
my piece is ... disturbing," said 
another student, Aurore 
Blacik. 
Blacik's piece, entitled, 
"Stress," is a psychological 
work representing just that. 
"Our instructor never gave 
us any real limitations, and we 
were able to choose our music 
and subject, as long as it ran 
from five to seven minutes," Blacik 
said. 
The exhibit will take place at 
3:00 p.m. in the Hokin Center in the 
Wabash building. The event is free 
and open to the public. 
Other students that are involved 
in the exhibition are, Berri Cooper, 
Myles Mendoza, Young Min, and 
Mark R. Smith. 
Attention Artists 
One and All. 
Looking for more exposure? 
Go Cards 
(free postcards) 
are here 
and we need a design for the 
official Columbia College Post Card. 
All Mediums, 
All Styles. 
All entries will be reviewed by a 
faculty cqrnmittee. 
Enter as many submissions as you like. 
Only one selection will be chosen. 
The deadline for submissions is 
February 2nd, 1998. 
Please contact the Office of 
Student Life and Development 
@ X-7459 for d'?sign specifics. 
1 ::tolumbia houses ~~orld famous 
music center 
By Horace Toombs 
Staff Writer 
Columbia College is home to the only center in the 
world devoted to the history and preservation of black 
music--the Center for Black Music Research, located on the 
sixth floor at 623 S. Wabash. 
Founder and Director Samuel A. Floyd Jr. started the 
center 17 year's ago because he felt there was a need for an 
inclusive and consolidated resource of information about 
Black music. 
This center is unique because it's the only center in the 
world that is devoted exclusively to Black music. At the 
CBMR, there is a vast amount of information about the rich 
heritage of jazz, hip-hop, sacred folk music, blues,ragtime, 
gospel, reggae, salsa, and calypso from the Caribbean. 
The historical research center is well known around the 
world. People from Germany, Australia and irom other 
parts of the world call and send mail to librarian and 
archivist Suzanne Flandreau. 
"In some ways the only thing people identify Columbia 
College with is the CBMR," she said." The Center, in an 
odd way, helps promote Columbia College. According to 
Flandreau some people become interested in the college 
after they visit the center. 
The library, which was established in 1990 and opened 
in 1992, has collections covering all forms of music of 
African Ancestry. There are books, periodicals, sound 
recordings, printed music, photographs, videotapes, manu-
scripts, archival materials, and a comprehensive collection 
of dissertations on Black music. A majority of the materi-
als are donated from visitors, and music companies. 
Music enthusiast or the average music listener would 
enjoy the vintage material about great Black artist. There 
are collections of music scores and notes from Black com-
posers since the beginning of the century. The center also 
offers music classes. The center offers traditional, classical 
and Latin music through the theater music department. 
Not only does the center offer a vast amount of informa-
tion about black music for students, it also boasts a Black 
Music Repertory Ensemble. The group consists of-eleven 
instrumentalists and three singers. Founded in 1987, the 
group has performed at Orchestra Hall (Chicago) and the 
Lincoln Center for the Performing Arts (New York). The 
ensemble's goal is to educate the American public about 
often disregarded but aesthetically powerful works by 
important black composers. 
Because of the Black influence on Latin America and 
the Caribbean, the center started a second ensemble group 
called Kalinda. This is group has eight musicians who per-
form popular and traditional music from the Caribbean and 
Latin America. Kalinda is an incendiary dance form was a 
precursor for the ever-popular calypso. Latin and 
Caribbean music was heavily influenced by Black music's 
emphasis of the off-beat accent, leading to fusions such as 
Jamaican reggae and its predecessors. 
A Black Music Research Journal is published in the 
spring and fall of each year. The journal explains the phi-
losophy, aesthetics, history and behind Black music and 
offers analytical criticism. 
The Center also publishes a newsletter titled Kalinda 
that provides information about many Latin and Caribbean 
music events. 
· The CBMR is a center that provides rich and informa-
tive facts about how many Blacks from all over the world 
has played a vital role in the music scene today. Whether its 
hip-hop or jazz, blues, gospel and even salsa Blacks have 
some type of musical note included in the beat. 
The center would appreciate any type of gospel, hip-hop 
and house music donations. 
By Linda C. Black 
Tribune Media Service 
There's tension on Monday, with the moon 
in Capricorn. It's a signal to stop complaining 
and fini sh old projects. If you can do it, you' II 
be money ahead. On Tuesday and Wednesday, 
the sun and moon are in Aquarius. Those are 
fabulous days for starting new projects, the 
more imaginative the better. Neptune goes 
into Aquarius Wednesday night, which is a 
major shift. Technological innovations will 
surpass our wildest dreams. Visions will 
become reality almost faster than you realize 
what's happening. You may feel like you've 
stepped into a science fiction movie and are 
hundreds of years in the future. On Thursday 
and Friday, your challenge is to keep compas-
sion in the equation, with the moon in Pisces. 
On Saturday and Sunday, the moon is in Aries. 
That's always an order to go full speed ahead. 
Aries (March 21-April 19). You'll make 
either a good or bad impression on an older 
person Monday. Use your experience to 
choose the best course. Group activities work 
well on Thesday and Wednesday. Obligations 
make you uncomfortable on Thursday and 
Friday. Don't avoid something because you 
don't know how to do it. By Saturday and 
Sunday, the moon will be in your sign again, 
giving you awesome powers. Be gentle. 
Taurus (April 20-May 20). Push yourself 
to start new projects Monday. There' ll be tests 
on Thesday and Wednesday. Thursday morn-
ing's headache should ease by afternoon. 
Friday night's party could lead to romance. 
Consider an older person who has something 
to teach you. Money's short on Saturday, so 
choose entertainment that focuses on love 
instead. The same is true on Sunday. It's pos-
sible an older person will pick up the tab then. 
Gemini (May 21-June 21). Get serious 
about money on Monday, so travel can 
become an option on Tuesday and Wednesday. 
Study technology Thursday morning and 
apply it that afternoon. Show your date you 
can be practical Friday night, and make points. 
Imagination is required to get what you want 
Saturday morning, but that afternoon will be 
easy. All you have to do from then through 
Sunday is follow the leader. 
Cancer (June 22-July 22). Let your part-
ner call the shots Monday. He or she is in a 
stronger position. Study ways to manage other 
people's money on Thesday and Wednesday. 
A friend coaxes you outside your box 
Thursday, and you may be ready by Friday. 
Meditate Saturday morning, so you'll know 
what to do that evening. A strong leader sug-
gests something, but the choice is yours. 
Leo (July 23-Aug. 22). Stick to your agen-
da Monday and complete as much as possible. 
Tuesday and Wednesday are best for planning 
and learning. You may have a chance to make 
money Wednesday. Shopping looks good 
Thursday and Friday, but don' t spend too 
much on gifts. You have bills to pay, remem-
ber? This weekend is good for travel, romance 
and games. Study with someone who knows 
strategies, and improve your chances of win-
ning. 
Virgo (Aug. 23-Sept. 22). Romance inter-
feres wi th work on Monday. Spend the 
evening with your sweetheart. Your work 
needs even more of your attention, especially 
through Thursday morning. That evening, 
you' ll have time for your mate. Plan some-
thing you both enjoy for Friday evening. The 
hassles will look ridiculous by then. Shop for 
domestic items this weekend, including real 
estate. 
Libra (Sept. 23-0ct. 23). Do what your 
sweetheart wants on Monday. You'll get back 
more than you dreamed possible on Thesday 
and Wednesday. Get together for lunch on 
Thursday. You won't have time during dinner. 
Your workload demands full attention 
Thursday and Friday. If you're a student, 
you're studying for the test. Finish an assign-
ment Saturday morning, so you can play from 
that afternoon all the way through Sunday. 
Scorpio (Oct. 24-Nov. 21). Friends have 
information you need on Monday. Do the 
research. You'll need it Tuesday and 
Wednesday. By Thursday night, you should 
have time for love. Schedule that all the way 
through Saturday morning. Friday night will 
be especially romantic, if you're with some-
one you've known for years. By Saturday 
night, you'll want to take on a big project 
together. Work through Sunday on something 
you both want. 
Sagittarius (Nov. 22-Dec. 21). Ask for the 
money on Monday, and you just might get it. 
Do the homework on Tuesday and 
Wednesday. You' ll be awesome at learning. 
Use what you've gained to give yourself a 
career advantage on Wednesday and 
Thursday. Entertain at home on Friday. Sports 
activities are practically free, and that's your 
best option this weekend. Do something you 
feel passionate about. 
Capricorn (Dec. 22-Jan. 19). You're 
strong and smart on Monday. An old friend 
helps you plan your next move. Financial mat-
ters have you stumped on Tuesday. You need 
to spend more than you've got. You'll find a 
way by Wednesday, and it will set you free. 
Manifest a fantasy on Thursday evening. Love 
looks excellent on Friday evening, too. 
Entertain at home over the weekend. It'll be 
cheaper than going out. 
Aquarius (Jan. 20-Feb. 18). Finish some-
thing you promised a loved one on Monday, so 
you can do what you want on Thesday and 
Wednesday. Your imagination will be awe-
some, so act on it. By Thursday, you'll wonder 
where the money's going to come from. By 
Friday, you should find out. The deed you did 
earlier this week pays off now. Shop Saturday 
morning so you can spend the afternoon and 
Sunday learning from a headstrong friend. 
Pisces (Feb. 19-March 20). Friends' 
advice prompts you to take action on Monday. 
You're under pressure Thesday and 
Wednesday. Finish overdue homework. Hand 
it in on Thursday. An older person's request is 
the only irritation. Friendship and romance are 
closely linked Friday. Talk about love on 
Saturday morning, and go shopping that after-
noon. You can get your sweetheart a gift, but 
don 't spend the rent money. That's due tomor-
row, remember? 
If You're Having a Birthday This Week 
... Jan. 26: Keep most of what you know pri-
vate this year, and you'll succeed in both busi-
ness and romance. Jan. 27: You're awesome 
this year. You have powers even you don't 
understand. Jan. 28: Focus on saving and pay-
ing off your debts this year. You' ll not only 
make your future secure, you' II also push 
yourself to be more creative now. Jan. 29: 
Do the research early this year so you can 
~enerate the income later. Jan. 30: Money 
ts your major theme this year, both buying 
and selling. Jan. 31: You' ll find the money 
you want this year, so spend it on educa-
tion. 
.. 
• 
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Columbia Seniors . . . and Juniors, too 
RECEtVE 
Why come to campus on a Saturday? J"" t 1 1999 
coLUMBIA 
u,.EGE LJBR 
To attend the 7th Annual Senior/!tl umni ~areer 
Miriam Adelman 
Founder, Adelwave Productions 
Conference 
Saturday, January 31, 1998 
9 a.m. - noon 
Hokin Center and Annex 
Featuring: 
-Panel discussions with Columbia alumni that wi ll provide critical 
information about preparing for and working in your discipl i ne. 
-Keynote speeches by Jon Kelly*, Sports Director, WMAQ-TV and 
Miriam Adelman, Owner, Adelwave Productions and creator of 
Microsoft's getworking.com. 
-A delicious brunch. 
)~ 
ALL THIS FOR JUST 5 BUCKS. To register, f ill out and return the 
Registration Form below to the Career Planning & Placement Office , 
Suite 300, Wabash Buiiding. 
*Scheduled to attend 
IPfease intfiL:ate wniL:n pane{ aucussitm you wouUf {~ to attentf. 
Cnectane pane{ an(y. 
U IJ?Ju[io/Sountf 0 lf'ifmj 'Tiitfeo 
I ! TV (!Protfuction, !1Jirecting, Corporate) 0 9tf.ananement 
1 J 9tf.a~ting (Jltf-vertising, 9tf.a~ting, <PRJ 0 Performing )frts ('lfteater, 9tf.usiL:, !1Jance) 
:; '1/isua{)frts (:ilrt e1, !1Jesifjn, ComputerqrapniL:s, ® otograpny) 
i ! Jouma{ism/ Writing (CBrotufcast Jouma{ism, !Newspaper, 9tf.O£Jazine, CBoo~ !Newsfetter) 
!Name:·-- ---- -------- ------------
9tf.~or.·----------------~---------
)ftftfress: ______ ____ _ __________ ___ ---:-
Z ip C<Hi< 
® one: _______________ Soc. Sec .. _______ _ 
C 0 ~!; I A 
<JIIJistratum <Delllifme: Ja .. ary 2J, 1998 
<Jilt urn tfris form witfi $5.00 (cfiec{prrftm tl) to: 
Carrerfl'fantting ~ fl'facement Ojfta 
Cofum6ia College Cfiicago, 62J Soutfi 'Wa6asfi)fvenue, Suite JOO 
!Ma~ c~c~ paya6fe to Cof .. 6ia College Ch:ago 
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A Haunting '~arajevo' 
· i\Ft\ofJBrttish-f.ilm sheds light on the ordeals and horrors of the Bosnian war 
-J :.,::}.::J>i 
By Steve Corman their bc~t to cover the war whi le putting their own lives on war-tom families are being cared for, but a lso have to fre-
Guest nfm <Crirw the line. quently fend for themselves, since it's located near the 
• •· · Co rrespondent Michael Henderson (played by Stephen fro ntline. 
Dillanc) is a hardened veteran of the war press corps while There he becomes intrigued by the plight of a young It ~·t th<;. showcase of a magni ficcnt rc~ort city w1th 
f uip2wpcl,fl' Clfa'n n •when the 19!14 Winter O lymp1cs were 
Mid i~~,llj~o,-jq }hr;n )"i)at wa' Yugosla via. 
Within " decade. ncMe.fdl-!tiKII cxq lll\l le CIIY wa> in 
war-torn chao!-. wtth hundred~ of thou\ands of mnoccnt 
people murdered and both old and new huil<ling' were 
dc,troycd . 
I low cou ld tl"' have happened 10 'uch a 'ophl\llcatcd. 
mult •-ethnic European c 1ty '1 It hcgan at the \amc lime the 
new Holocaus t Mu,cum wa' opening m Wa,hmgto n D.C 
w 11h mil lions \ aymg never agam. 
Now come~ an cngro"~mg new Bnll'··h film. "Welcome 
to Sarajevo." \ hot mo\ tl y on loca tiOn after the war ended 
wnh a frag ile peace-pac t 10 1991\. It mcludc' the effectiVe 
ti:O.C o f hrutal new~ foot:tgc \ ho t dunng the at:tu :t l \ hclllng 
anti gunfi re. 
T he movtc center\ around the fru, traiHlll \ a group of 
dc<ilcatcd. hut n ltcn cynH:al. hroadt:.l\1 JOUrn.dt\ l \ lrytng 
Have a 
Flynn (Woody Harrelson) is 
an Amcncan hot-shot look-
mg to make a sensational 
splas h. much l1ke Arthur 
Kent dunng the Gulf War. 
The conditi ons unde r 
wh1ch they have to work and 
li ve arc hornfymg at best. 
often without lights and run -
mng water As had as tha t is. 
what they \eC while o n the 
scene of a f\tory ''even more 
d"turh1ng "'they dodge bul -
let.' and mortar shells . 
One of Hcnder'<m ·, s to-
ne' take" h11n to an orphan-
age where young,tcf\ from 
orphan Emi ra <Emira Nuscvic). and is obsessed with get-
ling her ou t of Sarajevo to l11s home 111 England. when his 
U\\lgnmcnt 1n Bo.\nla ..;nth. 
Wnh the help o f Nma (Marisa Tome1). an inexperi -
enced Amcncan 'oe1al worker. they he lp c'cape by bus as 
part o l a convoy that trave"es rugged mo untain roads on 
the harrcm 111g ride. ll1c trip include' an encounter with 
Serh1,10 para-mill!ary force' who kidnap o ther youngsters 
from the hu,. 
Once 10 England. [nma becomes a happy part of the 
llcnder~on fami ly. which wants to ad opt her. But Emina's 
mother I"" now 'urfaced and wants her back. requiri ng a 
return trip hy Hcndef'On to Sarajevo. 
I k get' there as lighting has escalated and where the 
meet1ng wnh Emira's mother provides a very poignant 
mmncnt. 
D~rcctor Michae l Wmtcrho llo m captures the true 
ordc,ll of the hell the people of SaraJevo endured for near-
ly ll\·e year\; people who arc '"II fearful war may break 
out agtun 
" Welcome to S.araJcvo" " an 1111portant film to 'cc. It 
' hould r.ti"c )OUr con ... cwu\ level to o ne of outrage and 
force one to ask ho w 'uch horror could h<: all owed to hap-
pen. All of th". as much of the world sat idly watching. 
I g1 vc 11"' film an "A·. " 
Slt't't' '" 1/w lhrrclor of 1lw Broatlcasl Journalism Deparlmenl 
amlw1 m·td film-S(oer. 
Don't forget to pi£.\:: up t'\te-
Cbronicle ~he,n ~ou £.omo, ba~~ 
fobruar1 
.. . 
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Merna's .!ove loft ,(1 guess-why the hell is this thing 
called the love loft anyway. The word love is never 
used). 
. New year, new g~ys, new problems. My goal for 1998 
IS not to, e nd up with any more slimy, cheating, lying 
losers. I II assume that there are lots of other single 
women with simi lar resolutions. 
Clearly, we've all made some mistakes. That's OK. 
The key is no t to repeat them. Read on for a short list of 
things _we sho~ld n' t ,do _anymore. if we want relationships 
that w1ll last (1f you re JUSt lookmg to get laid, that's OK 
too-JUSt be careful ). 
I) No more sex on the firs t date. We should know by 
now that this only leads to disaster. 
2) Stalking is not cool. It's not that serious. 
3) Sex with three different guys in one summer j ust 
because the guy you' re seeing isn' t attentive enough is not 
a good idea . A summer fling is one thing, but let's not get 
greedy. 
4) Leaving guy A for guy B ·is heartless. Guy B never 
works out the way you want him to. . 
5) No more dating one guy unti l Mr. Right comes 
around. Do you want to see a g rown man cry? 
6) No more dating guys j ust because they' re cute. 
7 ) No more hanging on to bad relation-
ships. There are other men. 
Repeat number seven to yourself until 
it s ticks. Number one is important too. but 
don 't stick to it if you realize early enough 
into a first date that you don't want a rela-
tionship and getting in hi s pants might not 
be half bad. 
Let's call that the list of dating 
"don'ts." If you want something really 
special, don't do these things anymore. 
For successful dating in 1998, it wouldn't 
hurt to make yourself a list of requirements (qualities and 
characteristics he must have) and stick to them! Don't set-
tle for less! 
Here's my list. Feel free to steal these or modify it for 
your own list. 
I ) He's smart enough to hold an intelligent conversa-
tion (like any one of the guys in Billy Montgomery's lntro 
to Mass Media class). But, he should know that he does-
n' t have to prove how smart he is by trying to make me 
feel like a hick. 
2) He 's honest-about everything. If he doesn ' t want 
to see me anymore, he should say so . If he killed his 
mother in 1984, he should be willing to share that with 
me. 
3) He's affectionate wihout smothering me. 
4) He knows that PMS is not a myth. 
5) He lives within the city limits, but not in my zip 
code. 
6) He likes to make me happy. 
7) He can expose me to new things. 
8) He doesn' t live at home (with few exceptions). 
9) He's not a fe lon (with fewer exceptions). 
j 
I 0) He is considerate of my feelings. wants and needs. 
I I ) He respects the fact that I have a life of my own. 
12) He has some ambition. (like Jcrr) LaBuy) 
13) He takes pride in his work (whate ver it is) as he is 
employed in some fashion. 
14) He loves his mama. 
I 5) He makes an effort to spend time with me. 
16) He can argue constructively. 
17) He's not passive. 
18) He's a smart dresser. 
19) He respects all women. 
20) He can agree to disagree. 
21) He 's (at least) somewhat athletic. 
22) He can make me laugh. 
23) He expects on ly the best from me. 
24) He is supportive. 
25) He has a similar list of expectations because he 
wants more this time around. 
26) He apprec iates the little things in life. 
27) He doesn't have any unecessary attachments to 
Mom, (ex) wives, (ex) girl friends or his high school bud-
dies . 
28) He's not afraid to cook and clean. 
29) He 's outgoing- an extrovert, but keeps in mind my 
need to be the center of attention. 
30) He was born before January I , 1975. 
·_·:•. ' 
. . t t k' $55'!1·:<"··'· . 
- .. • · o me ·. e-· . ·., . :- .~•-
It's e3:sier than you think. 
We need Student Ambassadors to. work the 
i Spring 19~~-Admissions Open House on Saturday, March 21, 1998 
from 8:00 a.m. to 4:oo-p.m. 
tist be articulate, enthusiastic, people oriented, currently enrolled as a 
Columbia student and have a 2.5 G.P.A 
Stop in the Admissions Office, '600 South Michigan, Room 300, to fill 
out an application and schedule an interview. 
Interviews will be conducted the weeks of February 23- March 6. 
There will be a mandatory orientation held on Tuesday, March 10, at ~­
. 6:oop.m. All hired ambassadors must attend this orientation. 
Qu~stions? Call the Admissions Office at (312} 344-7130 
~; 
_, 
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'SOLVS' 
Columbia's annual dance concert spotlights senior 
By Sheryl Ttml 
Stuff Wrtter 
Kelly said. 
Kelly 's responsibilities for the show, 
included choreography of three pieces, 
For every senior in the dance depart- collaboration with the music composer, 
ment who wishes to choreograph, per- and working with the lighting director 
form, and direct just about ,..-------------~ and the cos-
~~~~tlh~~~i~~ ~a~~~~-h~~ " I'd like to leave a me,sage tumPcr~~~~~~~~-
is the perfect opportunity. with the audience ... (·spn·i;tl ly if seniors were 
Thos yea r 's show, they can relate the n hn·s to m y required to 
"Solus", spotligh ted dance and expn·"torl.'' participate as 
scnoor, Chnstina Kelly. dorcctors for 
The dance concert that the senoor 
ran from January 16th-17th at the Dance dance show, hut it os no longer a require-
center on N. Sheridan Rd., oncludcd a mcnl. 
group piece that Kelly choreographed. " It 's a culmination of performance. 
The featuring dancers in this piece. enti- choreography. and teaching before you 
tied. "As It Is Wothout.. .ls Also Within", graduate," said Kelly. 
arc: Sue Dado. Mattie Eck. Juan Estrada. At 22, Kelly has dreamed about a 
Tracy Gessner. career in dance since childhood, and 
Jacqualin Oxford, Nathan Brumbaugh, enjoys the opportunity to express her 
and Kelly. The piece will also be per- ability through dance. 
formed at the annual American College ''I'd like to leave a message with the 
Dance Festi val. audience ... especially if they can relate 
"A panel of faculty members from the their lives to my dance and expression," 
dance department chose this piece to rep- Kelly said. 
resent the department at the fes tival," Kelly has been involved in workshops, 
working with guest dance 
artists, and performed two 
pieces in the annual "Best 
of Student Performance 
Night" show. 
Kell y graduates at the 
end of tillS semester and 
she hopes to get involved 
into a great dance compa-
ny, teach. travel. and per-
form. Kelly enjoys 
choreography and teach-
ing the most though. 
She a lso loves the 
combination of ballet and 
modem dance, saying that 
those two have a great 
balance. 
To sum up Kelly's 
feeling upon how she 
feels about dancing, 
" Feeling ali ve!" 
ACROSS 
1 Enthustastic 
5 Cork popul;ttton 
10 Misteadrng 
device 
14 Stmrlar 
15 T ransmrtter 
16 Seth 's sen 
17 Stadium fillers 
19 Close 
20 Sr.orlscastor 
Berman 
21 Put m a box 
?3 Count of 1azz 
26 POW pos.~ibfy 
29 Emanations 
30 K ing and Aida 
3 1 Egg whole 
33 Pouting grimaco 
34 T reat baoty 
35 M osdo 
38 H rve populalion 
39 Somethong to 
believe'" 
40 Biblical twin 
41 N eighbor o f Syr. 
42 Small gable 
43 Sola disclaimer 
44 More salty 
'16 Council o f _ 
47 Minimum crowd 
49 Commercials , in 
bnef 
50 G•bb and Gnffilh 
51 Enplanes 
53 Mr. BHhH 
54 Opposong 
posi11on: Abbr. 
55 So it w ould 
appear 
62 M ar!=>h growth 
63 Broad way 
platfo rm 
64 Entranceway 
65 ' Auld Lang 
66 Pacof1c osland 
group 
67 Lather 
DOWN 
1 Martmo and 
P acino 
2 Bogwlg"s tellers 
3 Eisenhower, 
casually 
4 Refuses politely 
5 Per~mtn Gulf 
nation 
6 Ship desor tor 
7 Allar words 
0 Knight's title 
9 Firefoghter's 
~nrayer 
10 Forefoghter's feat 
II Let loose from 
constra1nts 
12 March king 
13 Son . Ke fauver 
16 Golf gadgots 
22 Dub 
23 Dosney classic 
24 Rue 
25 Gorman pot 
roast 
26 Tropical malady 
27 L1ghted, 
poetically 
26 Mistreateos 
32 AddiCt 
34 Com puter image 
36 Showering 
37 OxiOizes 
40 Money maoe 
42 Kicked the 
AM I s T A D S. AD BOD 
VA 1'1 T AGE I A A 0 N 
A E A A T E 5 l I N 1!. Ill! N 
0 F! T I ~ H AN TA 1111 
I T A L y DUO y " L T A MO DIE I I T tJ , L I A II 
PO 8 T Ill" I T II 
" 
K 
S A ME T I A 
HIM co ME TO A H E A D 
0111 I T A I N I II I A I I 
T I N IE I ADS NO 
" a 1 
9 T A II WA A 9 
E A AM A II K 
A T E T E IE 
T E T H A D 
bucket 
45 Take roller 
coaster again 
46 Legeno 
47 Ski lifts 
48 Bee product 
52 lmpuOence 
, " IT 
F A Fl T H E II 
I D & " L L Y R E 8 T y ~ E 
53 Vicinity 
56 Sch . grp . 
57 Actross Dawber 
58 Past 
59 G reek letter 
60 Inc. in the U .K . 
61 O f course 
ATTENTION ALL STUDENTS ... 
Sponsored by the Columbia College Residence Community Council 
Here's a chance to get your art viewed and even sold to surrounding universities and art connois-
seurs. Enter any artwork you've created while in college and have a minimum price in mind. Each 
work will be tagged with a reasonable auction bid for a silent auction, where the highest bidder will 
buy. The Residence Center asks that only 1 0 - -15% of the sold price will go towards Columbia 
Residence Center Scholarship and the rest is yours! 
Date: Saturday February 28, 1998 
Time: 11:30 am - 4:00 pm 
Place: Columbia College Residence Center 
731 S. Plymouth Court, Chicago, IL 60605 
Enter your: 
• murals • carvings •drawings 
•poetry •music •pictures •designed fabrics •jewelry 
•any other type of art that can be displayed and sold 
For more information call : 312-344-7803 or FAX your information to, 312-360-1084 
Admission is free to all college students. For anyone else wishing to attend there will be a $ 5.00 fee. 
Refreshments will be served in the Cafe. 
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Countless Stars, Countless Questions 
Adler's new sky show tries to find answers as it goes 'In Search of New Worlds' 
By Kat Zeman 
Staff Writer 
Have you ever asked yourself the question of whether life on other planets exists? 
Does the umverse w1th all those beautiful countless stars possess life elsewhere and if 
so, are we on the edge of discovering that life? Or are we alone in the universe? Well if 
you're anxious to know, you may find some of the answers"at the Adler Planetarium. 
potential for supporting life. In NASA's space exploration mission one of the top five 
goals is to find such a planet. NASA Administrator Daniel S. Goldin once stated that 
their mission is "to search for other Earthlike planets that may be inhabitable or inhibit-
ed." Even if we find one that doesn't have any inhabitants, that is still a grand discov-
ery. Can you imagine taking a vacation but instead of let's say Florida or the Bahamas 
you get in a scape shuttle and travel to another earth-like planet? Probably not in our 
lifetime but, for future generations that may one day be an option. 
On January 30, the Adler Planetarium is opening a new sky show called 
"In Search of New Worlds." The show presents a comprehensive look at the 
se~ch .for extrasolar pl.anets. With the use of special effects and computer 
ammat1on, the show w1ll take the audience on an amazing sight-and-sound 
journey into the depths of space and beyond. 
· "'The dome itself is a replica of today's night sky," said Terry Shaffer, 
pubhc relatiOns representative for the Adler Planetarium. "There are plan-
ets that have yet to be d1scovered and it really is bringing to life what is 
going to be happening." . 
The question of whether or not we are alone in this universe has boggled 
the m~nds of ph1losophers and SCientists for thousands of years. It has been 
a fascmat10n and a fear. Hollywood has entertained as well as scared soci-
ety with movies such as "Independence Day" and "Aliens" showing anoth-
er race out there in the cosmos wanting to destroy us. On the other hand, 
movies such as "Coneheads" and "Men in Black" have familiarized us with 
the notion that not all may be hostile. Of course we are not at that point yet 
but, many beheve that 1t would be 1gnorant to think that earth is the only 
planet capable of supporting life in the universe and the whole cosmos. 
"With the billions and billions of planets out there it would be beyond 
imagination that somewhere there isn't another atmosphere like ours," said 
Shaffer. "If life out there exists, chances are that it will be a civilization that 
maybe we could learn something from or a civi lization that we could teach 
something. It doesn 't have to be necessarily an automatic enemy." 
The sky show documents the rapid expansion of our solar system and 
examines newly discover planets. It also concentrates on what could be the 
tenth planet in our solar system - Planet X. The show will be approximate-
ly 50 minutes long and will try to inform its audience about our solar sys-
tem and the possibilities of other solar systems out there. 
"It educates the audience about the possibilities," said Shaffer. 
This search for extrasolar planets is an attempt to find a planet with the 
S.lD. DAY 
(SEXUALLY TRANSM/TTfl) DISEASE AWARENESS DAY J 
WHAT ARE YOU GIVING 
YOUR SWEETHEART 
FOR VALENTINE'S DAY? 
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Did you ever notice.that pr<)fctosiconal,mu"'"";na•m:.U\<:11 
very well? What I mean is, aside from 
seem to pick out the coolest names for 
~~ring arc simply destine~,to ~e 
Ty Rocco Amonte. That kid will either 
stick to work later in life. With a name Ji.kc -ty:,I{9>C9!K.I~c·s 
tell ya' soine things just aren't fair. 
While I'm on the subject, let's talk about th.!i:'BlladchawkS.. 
Yes, it's important to Jet everyone know 
you 'vc already heard), that · Amonte 
nessed the birth of his first 
game-winning goal al!llim;t ·'l,':iri<:ou.ver 
newsworthy enougll 
the story. When talking 
their record. . 
As of today, Wednesday, J.an~· '14, the 
in their last nine games, and are unbeaten 
· The Beatles' .song, "Come 
Blackbacks song-of-the-month. 
themselves into one tough 
Yes, I said·the "S~ word: 
doing·what he's been doing, 
playoffs this year. 
You see, one must look beyond the overall 
and-9 (as of 1114/98), and focus on what's in the now. 
In the now, we've got Zhamnov with six goals and three assists 
in nine games (two game-winners). We've got a successful line 
consisting ofAmonte, Zhamoov, and Kevin Millei. We've got . 
Miller! The highly experienced winger has put tl:le puck in the riel 
twice in the last six games, and added three assists. We've got Jeff 
Hackett, and then Trefilov, and then Terreri. We're solid gold 
when it comes to tending goal. We've got newly acquired Reid 
Simpson. 1 am telling you, Jim Cummins (yah, his nickname real-
ly is Cummer- ba ha ba!), has needed some help in the 
ring ... oops .. .in the rink since !'robert. went down, A bully like ,,, 
Simpson has given a confidence booSt W' the 'otbeis • . ,· · '#''"''' 
It's been rough, tough, physical play, and llike it! This is the f 
perfect lime for the Hawks to shift 1t into fifth gear, and get busy·''-
damnitl If we keep up this recent momentum, we could find our-
selves in the bunt for the Cup. It's that easy. 
**'****** 
So who cares if Fox gets to televise the NFC games next year, 
and CBS gets the AFC? Everybody should be fuming down the 
volume dials on their TV's anyhow. and tuning-in to WMAQ·AM 
670 for Bear.; coverage with Wayne Larrivee, Hub Arkosh and 
Tom Thayer. 
Just never mind the fact that WGN-AM 720 didn't lose all of 
their Sunday football listeners even though the broadcast jumped 
from 720 to 670. · ·· 
Yah, that's right. ln the ratings, WGN lost "x" amount of points 
wheh the Bears went to WMAQ, but WMAQ didn't go up by that 
"x" number. In other wor~, there are some people out there lis-
tening to WGN even though they don't do the broadcast anymore. 
Terrible! 
******** 
So, a while back, someone e-mailed rne to bark at me for not 
addressing the Scottie Pippen debacle: Well, now !hilt be's made 
his big comeback (in a Bull's uniform. of course), J will share my 
thoughts with yolL 
J think that Scottie Pippen should have ealled his agent before 
telling the press that he demanded to be traded and he would 
never play basketball wearing his good 'ole black-and-red #33 
with the letters B-U-L-L-S scrawled across ~~ •. front. · 
LIAR! There he was. J saw him. Donning his #33, scoring 14 . 
points for the Bulls. ,, · 
I must say it is immature and unprofessional to use the metlia 
as a tool to "get what yon want." Not only tl:lat, it's a rotten thing 
to do to the fans. The blood rushed to my face ~hen. I saw Pippen 
on the news saying be was done in Chi-town. My tongue swelled 
slightly, and I had a difficult time taking deep breaths. ·y was pan; 
icked for cryin' out loud! My sweat glands began working over· . 
time, and my brain ached w1th the thought of having to withstand 
the beginning of the demolition of a well-built dynasty. 
"This is it," I thought. Like the end of "Titanic", "it's what 
we've all been waiting for." The Bulls had hit the iceberg when 
Scottie made his little announcement. 
But, with hindSight, I now know that my panicked state was 
purposeless. As it is, Scottie is safe--and·sound right here in 
Chicago. Too bad he's such a BRAT! 
J was a little shocked to hear the fans ROAR when Pippen took 
the floor the other night. Hell, maybe rm the only one who feels 
snubbed by the whole Scottie incident. But wait a minute. Didn't 
the whole "snubbing the Chicago fans" thing stem from the fact 
that Pippen got "snubbed by tbe Bulls?" He should know bow we 
fee Land he NEVER should have cried wolf. 
Those arc my thoughts about Mr. Scottie Pippen. 
See you next week. 
E-mail Sara at chron96@Jnteraccesr.com 
• Sports Notes & 
Heisman Trophy win-
ner to enter draft 
DETROIT- Heisman Trophy winner Charles 
Woodson of Michigan announced his intention to 
enter the National Football League draft in April, 
foregoing his senior year. 
Woodson, who became the first defensive play-
er to capture the trophy awarded annually to the 
nation's premier player, led the Wolverines to a 12-
0 season and share of the national championship 
with their 21-I 6 victory over Washington State in 
the Rose Bowl. 
Accompanied by his mother and Michigan head 
coach Lloyd Carr, the defensive back made his 
decision known at a news conference. After having 
guided the Wolverines to victories as both a return 
specialist and wide receiver in addition to his 
defensive duties, Woodson expressed no prefer-
ence for his NFL utilization. 
" I will do whatever the team asks me to do," he 
said on Friday, the last day underclassmen could 
apply for the NFL draft. 
Woodson is expected to be among the top draft 
choices in April, along with fellow Heisman final-
ists Ryan Leaf of Washington State, Peyton 
Manning of Tennessee and Randy Moss of 
Marshall. 
Woodson had eight interceptions and three 
offensive touchdowns this season. The junior also 
had a key interception and third-down catch during 
the Rose Bowl win on New Year's Day. 
Woodson thanked his coaches for fostering a 
"family" atmosphere amid the two previous 8-4 
seasons at Michigan, as well as for permitting him 
to try his hand on the offensive side of the ball. 
Carr predicted unprecedented success for 
Woodson at the next level. 
"He will be a new guy in that league," said Carr. 
"He is bigger than anyone who has played both 
ways. He is a guy who will do things in the NFL 
that nobody else has ever been able to do." 
Woodson acknowledged he "hasn't been the 
greatest student" during his three years at 
Michigan but said he intended to get his degree 
and set up a scholarship at the Ann Arbor univer-
sity. 
' 'I'll never lose my confidence," he said about 
heading to the NFL. "I never thought about losing. 
I'd be going into a different arena, or come next 
year in the NFL, or life in general , and I' ll keep the 
same attitude I've always had- just take every-
thing head on and try and make the best deci-
sions." 
Ohio State's stringer 
could be a redshirt 
COLUMBUS, OHIO- Junior point guard 
Damon Stringer, Ohio State's leading scorer .last 
year, will likely miss the entire season with a stress 
fracture in his lower back. 
Buckeyes' head coach Jim O'Brien said 
Stringer would probably be redshirted since be has 
yet to appear in a game this season. 
Even though doctors had hoped Stringer could 
be ready to resume playing in January, O'Brien 
reasoned that the time necessary to get into proper 
condition would not be worth the effort, nor the 
wasted year of eligibility. Stringer would have two 
seasons left if he is indeed redshirted. 
Stringer averaged 15 points per game last sea-
son for the Buckeyes, who are 7-7 this year with-
out him in the lineup. 
Zereoue staying at 
WVU, snubbing agents 
MORGANTOWN, W.V.-West Virginia tail-
back Amos Zereoue, who finished third in the 
nation with I ,589 yards last season, has decided to 
return to the Mountaineers for a third season rather 
than opt for the NFL draft in April. 
The 5-foot-10, 200-pounder finished lOth in the 
voting for the Heisman Trophy. 
He scored 18 touchdowns and averaged beiter 
than 150 yards per contest. In just two seasons 
with the Mountaineers Zereoue is the school's sec- · 
ond all-time leading rusher (2,624 yards) and third 
all-time scoring leader (168 points.) 
"With the abundance of talent that we have 
coming back next year, we can compete for some-
thing really special," Zereoue said Friday. "I like 
West Virginia, I like my situation here, and that's 
why I'm coming back." 
The sophomore also had a message for sports 
agents: "Do not contact me. I will conduct my 
search for the NFL when the time comes. Do not 
contact me." 
Zereoue exploded onto the scene during bis. 
freshman season with the Mountaineers, carrying 
the ball 222 limes for 1,035 yards (4.7 per carry) 
and nine touchdowns. He also had five 100-yar!l 
games that season, garnering unanimous Big ~~ 
Rookie of the Year honors. Last season, be picked 
up where he left off, carrying the ball 281 times for 
1,589 yards (5.7 per carry.) 
Tribune Media Service 
Two innocent pleas in 
ASU point-shaving .scandal 
Two of the accused from Chicago area 
PHOENIX, Ariz. - Two of the men accused 
of having a role in the basketball point-shaving 
scandal at Arizona State have pleaded innocent 
and are already free on bond. 
Joseph Mangiamele, a process server in the 
Cook County Sheriff's Office in Illinois, and his 
father, Dominic, a former deputy sheriff in the 
same office, are scheduled to go on trial Feb. I 0 in 
federal court on charges of sports bribery, conspir-
acy to commit sports bribery, interstate transporta-
tion and aid of racketeering. 
Federal prosecutors allege the father and son 
joined former 
Arizona State guards 
Stevin Smith, the 
second-leading scor-
er in school history, 
and Isaac Burton, Jr., 
Phoenix investment 
banker Joseph 
Gagliano, and former 
Arizona State student and alleged bookmaker 
Benny Silman in the plot to fix men's basketball 
games during the 1993-94 season. Between the 
conspirators, there were allegedly more than 60 
bets placed worth more than $500,000 on four 
games. 
Gagliano reportedly pled guilty on Dec. 19 in a 
plea-bargain arrangement to a charge of conspira-
cy to commit sports bribery. He will be sentenced 
June I. 
In another plea-bargain deal, Smith and Burton 
pleaded guilty last month to charges of conspiracy 
to commit sports bribery in return for testifying 
against the other defendants. That would likely 
mean a reduction in their possible five-year prison 
sentences and $250,000 fines. 
Silman has pleaded innocent to the charges he 
faces, and he has a Feb. I 0 trial date. 
In court documents released following their 
guilty pleas, Smith admitted he agreed to accept · 
$80,000 16 affect the outcome of the four games, 
while Burton was paid $4,300 for the same thing in 
two games. Smith apparently became involved 
because he owed $10,000 in a gambling debt to 
Silman. 
The players apparently agreed to make sure 
Arizona State would win games against Oregon, 
Oregon State, USC and Washington by Jess than 
the point-spread set by oddsmakers. 
Arizona State beat 
Oregon and Oregon 
State, but didn't cover 
the spread. The Sun 
Devils were a 7 11.2-
point favorite over USC, 
but lost by 12. The plot 
attracted attention with 
the Washington game 
when thousands of dollars more than normal were 
bet, with Arizona State going from an opening I 0 
1/2-point favorite to just five points. Because of 
the unusual amount of high bets, the game was 
taken off the board in Las Vegas casinos just 
before it started, and officials got in touch with the 
Pac-1 0 Conference, who in rum contacted ASU 
during the game. Arizona State missed its first 14 
shots in the game, but went on to win by an IS-
point margin. 
Bruce Gephardt, the agent in charge of the 
FBI's Phoenix office, has said other indictments 
are possible as the investigation continues, but 
Smith and Burton are believed to be the only peo-
ple at Arizona State who were involved. 
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